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# TOOLS YOU CAN COUNT ON

PROTO® tools are built to be there when you need them most, every single time. We rigorously test our products to meet your most crucial needs in harsh work environments. For 112 years and counting, our passion and products have been fueled by you—the hard workers we serve.
AEROSPACE PROGRAM

Over 1,500 SKUs meet Aerospace (AS) plating and dimensional standards to help promote safety and efficiency.

PRECISION 90 PLATFORM

90 tooth count equals 4° arc swing to help improve accessibility in obstructed areas.

P90 Ratchets (Pg. 271)
P90 Torque Wrenches (Pg. 493)

KITTED SETS

37 Foamed Modular Sets and 4 Foamed Master Sets. Helps reduce foreign object debris, improve tool identification and increase productivity. (Pg. 245)

TORQUE INNOVATION

Torque Bench and Sensors help reduce downtime with in-house testing. (Pg. 508)
SAFETY OBSESSED
Safety is the backbone of everything we do, from our precision-manufactured products that deliver safety solutions to our robust safety training program. At the end of every day, it's about getting you back home to your family.

INDUSTRIAL STRENGTH
PROTO tools stand up to work in the toughest places on earth, from the arctic tundra, to oil rigs, factory floors, and anywhere in between. Where there's a job, PROTO has an industrial-strength tool to get it done.

BUILT-IN RELIABILITY
We meticulously design and deliver durable tools to meet high standards and help keep you working safer for longer. PROTO tools are built to last, so you can always be confident in your investment and in your work.
QUALITY COMES FIRST

MADE IN THE USA

PROTO tools are made in our U.S. facilities to ensure the best product possible. We manufacture wrenches, sockets, ratchets, and torque tools in Texas, screwdrivers and pliers in South Carolina, and industrial storage solutions in Pennsylvania.

TRUSTED BY INDUSTRY

When you’re working around the clock to keep the nation going, every move has widespread implications. It’s across these heavy, high-stakes industries that workers rely on quality tools from PROTO. They’re built to perform in demanding environments and help workers come through under pressure.
DELIVERING REAL BENEFITS TO THE INDUSTRIES WE SERVE

MANUFACTURING

Take on the demands of the plant and maintain machinery that keeps your facility running.

› Machinery, CNC equipment, and conveyor systems repair and parts assembly.
› Kitted foamed modular sets and metal storage help promote 5S organization, productivity, and safety.

GOVERNMENT & MILITARY

Jump into action with durable tools made to tackle mission-critical jobs.

› Tools and storage made in the USA.
› Strong partnership with GSA-compliant distributors.
THE PROTO BRAND

OIL & GAS
Explore, extract, refine, and transport the energy sources that keep America going.

› Handle crucial jobs under pressure.
› Tethered tools aid with drop prevention when working at great heights.

TRANSPORTATION
Keep the country moving with hard-working tools that will hold up.

› Rail and fleet maintenance and repair.
› Specialty sockets, wrenches, and sets stand up to the toughest work.

AVIATION
Get the durability and precision you demand from aerospace-compliant tools.

› Engine repair and maintenance of high-value assets and parts.
› AS-compliant sockets, ratchets, and wrenches enhance accessibility in tight areas.
FOD Prevention & Tool Control

PROTO foamed modular and master sets help reduce tool loss and downtime. They make it easy to see if a tool is missing so it won’t be left behind as a foreign object debris (FOD) risk.

Tool Drop Prevention

When working at height, simple accidents can become costly mistakes. Tethered tools help protect workers from potential dangers of unsecured tools without hindering performance.

Aerospace Compliance

To maintain and repair high-value assets, PROTO offers over 1,500 tools tested and proven to meet strict aerospace specifications. Learn more on page 266 or visit AS.ProtoIndustrial.com.
Our Safety Obsessed Training Program provides employees with up-to-date training on safety regulations and OSHA-compliance. Request an on-site seminar and get more info at Safety.ProtoIndustrial.com

PROTO SAFETY EXPERTS VISIT YOUR FACILITY TO TEACH:

› Hands-on demonstrations.
› How to choose the right tool for the job.
› Checking tools for wear and damage.
› Examples of tool safety features.
› Training videos, materials, posters & stickers.
› Tools & Storage Made in the USA
› Industrial Strength
› Industrial Solutions

› Full Lifetime Warranty
› Safety Obsessed
› Trusted Distribution Partners